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.i"..;EJECT Claimed Agency Affiliation by 	r. 
Conspiracy Oise Figures 

1. This mernorandurn i3 for your information  only. 

2. the afternoon of 24 	1967. the Federal *Bureau of 

Investigation advised this Office of claieeed Agency affiliatien. by 
fugitive witness in the New Orleans inveetigation ieto a consn:i.r.ncy to 

assassinate the Late 17-resident. According to the FEL inio-mation, 

received from a news media source. cordon Dwane 	the 

fagitive witness, had indicated he is currently employed by the CIA 

and the alleged burglary of a menitions buake= at hour a., Louisiana, 

ine 1961, involved CLA and was not a burglary. According to Novel. 

the Schluraberger Well Service had an arrangement with CL.A. wherein 

it leased a bunker in which arnmunition, bomb casings and. other 

material would be stored for CIA. According to Novel, it was 

intended to ship the material out of the U. S. in Scle.lumberger boxes 

labeled "renchinery". Again according, to Novel, following the Bay 

of Pigs invasion, the Schlumberger interests became upset and 
wanted out of their contract with CIA. Three nnoeths after the 

invasion, states Novel, arrangements were made for the material 
stored in the bunker to be removed by Novel and his group. At the 

time the material was removed, he States, an indiviz-leal involved 

also took some of Schlunaberp,e.r's low grade powder and fuses and 

other material. Novel has reportedly supplied someone with the 

names of the others involved with the burglary. He specificially 

told the media source that he and one Arcacha Smith are still 
employed by CIA and that should he Le returned to New Orleans 

to face charges of burglary of the bneker, he would oiler this as his 

defense. 

3. The following day, 25 April. a story in the New Orleans 

States  Item charged there is mounting evidence of Central Intelli-

gence Agency links in District Attorney Garrison's presidential 

assaselnation conspiracy probe, ncting that at least one figure in 
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the case intends to use his C coaaectior.e as part of his defense 

anti that "still others linked to the Garrison investigation have been 

neneed as acting for the super-secrct espionage orgardeation--ae 

informers, as couriers and munitions carriers". It named Novel as 

having the strongest ties to CIA, and quotes him as calling the alleged 

hunker burglary 	'the most patriotic burglary in history". He 

reportedly has told associates, states the news item, that the alleged 	,. 

theft was a war rr.aterials pickup made at the di ection of his CIA 
":".• 	 44 in Cd 

contact. According to :"•Tovel, the late ;_.avid Ham Ferric-, ana 
'l- 

athers were involved in the bunker incident. 	taut that the  

explosives were picked up and consolidated soon after the bunker 

incident and eventually takeu by boat to Cuba for use in a diverzionary 

operation in connection with  the fay of Figs invasion. (This statement 

conflicts with Novel's reported ste..teenent to the FBI's me -the source, 

paragraph one above, which dates the bunker theft as three months 

after the may of Pigs. District Attorney Garrison also has charged 

the hunker incident took place three months after the Cuban invasion.. ) 

The newspaper also quotes Novel as contending that he operated the 

Evergreen Advertising Agency in New Orleans as a front for CIA 

communications in an elaborate use of commercials to alert agents 

to the date of the Bay of Figs invasion. 

4. Novel, according to the press report, has said "I think 

Garrison. will expose some CI.?. operations in Louisiana", but did not 

elaborate. His atorney, however, would appear to place little faith 

in Novel's claims. In a Columbus, Ohio, interview, Jerry Weiner, 

attorney for Novel, when told of the press reports of Novel's state-

ments, said: "It's utterly ridiculous. Novel is not now an-ii has never 

been a CIA agent." 

5. There is no record of any utilization f Cordon Dwane Novel, 

Sergio V. Arcacha. Smith, or the Evergreen 	rtisieg Agency. (In 

addition to Office of Security rec• 	' • 	RiTT'arrcr171. Staff 

were checked for possible indication of operati•na nvolverner.t. ) 

6. Inquiries with ':'H/Cuba, the Office of Logistics, and 

several Agency officers involved with munitions storage in the New 

Orleans area at the time of the Bay of Pigs fail to develop any 

indication of past operational activity of the nature described by Novel. 

Officers who bandied project munitions storage in the area have indi-

cated that all the munitions were stored at a reactivated Naval. depot 



and col-rtpletely -under _Agency control. Munitions in transit were 

guardcd. aati there is no Ic.nowlede,o of utilization of commercial 

storage facilitiaa of the Schluir berf,Ter interests or any other 

cornreercial 

7. As noted above, Novel h413 claimed to the press that the 

munitior.a from the bunker were to he used Sr a diversiona..—f 

operation at the time of the Boy of 17, igs. Agency officers familiar 

with the operation at thef 
have indicated ti.-a-t'such 

Lion was based at\ 	 , bat that the operation was cancelled 

before a landing was made. 	raerber of participating Cubans 

would be aware such a diversionary operation was planned. 

3. The Cl ...::.taif . in a detailed staff study of the Garrison 

investigation, has .not-e-ps-at,CL\ contact ith only two figures named 

''..\,, in the inquiry. Clay L  Sbaw and Carlo E:ringaier, in both cases the-

cantact warm lir.itad-tab -ne 3 tic Go act rzervice activities. Tb-e, 

study specifically notes there hil.
s-  been no documented Agency 

utilization of Novel, .7errie or .A.rcacha Smith, those named by novel 

in his Statements to the press about the bunker incicent. 

9. During the couzae of our iz-,qairies into Novel's charges, 

one tenuous Link was developed which conceivably could be exploited 

and distorted in atterris to link this Agency with Novel and others. 

roc interlinking with a personality reportedly from Ramparts Magazine-

rnielat also indicate a connection between Novella charges and the con-

certed efforts of some to smear the Agency. This situation is 

described in an attachrneut to this memorandum. 

Howard S. Osborn 
Director of Security 
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